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Abstract—Lead optimization is a pivotal task in the drug
design phase within the drug discovery lifecycle. The primary
objective is to refine the lead compound to meet specific molecular
properties for progression to the subsequent phase of develop-
ment. In this work, we present an innovative approach, Latent
Evolutionary Optimization for Molecule Generation (LEOMol), a
generative modeling framework for the efficient generation of op-
timized molecules. LEOMol leverages Evolutionary Algorithms,
such as Genetic Algorithm and Differential Evolution, to search
the latent space of a Variational AutoEncoder (VAE). This search
facilitates the identification of the target molecule distribution
within the latent space. Our approach consistently demonstrates
superior performance compared to previous state-of-the-art mod-
els across a range of constrained molecule generation tasks,
outperforming existing models in all four sub-tasks related to
property targeting. Additionally, we suggest the importance
of including toxicity in the evaluation of generative models.
Furthermore, an ablation study underscores the improvements
that our approach provides over gradient-based latent space
optimization methods. This underscores the effectiveness and
superiority of LEOMol in addressing the inherent challenges in
constrained molecule generation while emphasizing its potential
to propel advancements in drug discovery.

Index Terms—Targeted Molecular Generation, Evolutionary
Algorithm, Variational AutoEncoder

I. INTRODUCTION

In the initial stages of drug discovery, the primary objective
is the synthesis and design of novel molecules with specific,
desired properties. Currently, this task is both expensive and
time-consuming, primarily due to the extensive size of the
chemical space, estimated to range between 1023 and 1060

[17] for drug-like molecules. One prevailing approach involves
the high-throughput screening of large molecular libraries to
identify hit molecules which exhibit desired properties. How-
ever, the computational intensity of screening large molecule
libraries is a significant challenge. An alternative to screening
existing compounds is the de novo design of entirely novel
molecules [3]. Early deep generative models [8], [14], [20],
[25]–[27] have emerged as powerful tools for systematically
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exploring the vast chemical landscape. A conventional strategy
involves constructing a generative model capable of translating
a vector within a latent space into a molecule. Subsequently,
exploration or optimization within this latent space helps
uncover innovative molecules with desired characteristics. In
this context, notations such as SMILES [23], Molecular Fin-
gerprints [15], Graphs [19], and SELFIES [10] have emerged
to encode molecular structures into a machine-readable format.
Models such as those proposed by Jin et al. [8] and Eck-
mann et al. [5] utilize graphs and SELFIES respectively for
representing molecules. These models follow the aforemen-
tioned approach by encoding molecular representations into
the latent space and conducting gradient descent optimization
[2] searches within that space to generate desired molecules.
Another conventional strategy is to utilize Reinforcement
Learning for the generation of molecules with specific property
constraints [20], [25], [27]. However, these models have not
met the expected performance levels in generating molecules
with desired properties.

In this study, we present a pioneering methodology termed
Latent Evolutionary Optimization for Molecule Generation
(LEOMol). This innovative design is geared towards tar-
geted molecule generation, wherein optimization over the
latent space is directed by Evolutionary Algorithms [22].
Evolutionary Algorithms are optimization techniques inspired
by biological evolution, functioning through the maintenance
of a population of candidate solutions. These solutions un-
dergo iterative processes involving selection, recombination
(crossover), and mutation operators, aiming to evolve towards
improved solutions. The LEOMol design intricately integrates
the Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) [9] framework with an
optimization search process, leveraging Genetic Algorithm
[12] and Differential Evolution [21]. The key characteristics
of this work encompass:

• Its application of Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Differen-
tial Evolution (DE) search optimization in the latent space
to produce drug-like molecules with desirable properties.

• Its capability to generate a substantial proportion of
molecules tailored to specific properties while concur-
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rently ensuring diversity and faster inference.
• Its proficiency in generating molecules possessing de-

sired properties while preserving similarity to the input
molecule — a pivotal aspect in Lead Optimization.

• Introduce the significance of assessing the models with
due consideration to the toxicity of the generated
molecules.

• Its ability to leverage non-differentiable oracles such as
RDKit within the search process in the latent space
optimization for targeted molecule generation.

The LEOMol model underwent evaluation across four dis-
tinct constrained molecule generation tasks pertinent to the Hit
generation and Lead Optimization stages of Drug Discovery.
In all tasks, LEOMol consistently demonstrated results that
were either superior to or comparable with those achieved by
state-of-the-art models.

II. RELATED WORKS

Deep generative models leverage a learned latent space to
represent the distribution of drug-like molecules. Early works
such as Variational AutoEncoders (VAEs) [6], encode SMILES
strings to a continuous latent space. Addressing the limitations
of SMILES-based representations, more recent models [4],
[11] incorporate rules into the decoding process, and [5] re-
place SMILES with SELFIES to ensure the generation of valid
molecules. Junction tree VAEs [8] use scaffold junction trees,
offering a framework for the assembly of building blocks into
valid molecular graphs. Although these approaches generate
valid molecules, they encounter challenges in generating novel
molecules with targeted property scores which are out of the
training data distribution, due to the inability to incorporate
non-differentiable oracles by design.

Graph generative models, an alternative to sequence gen-
eration, have also been proposed. These models often use
surrogate models to predict molecular properties and guide
optimization in the latent space. GCPN [25], GraphDF [14],
MARS [24] and MolDQN [27] employ Reinforcement Learn-
ing for the systematic creation or modification of molecular
graphs. Typically, these methods construct molecules in a step-
by-step manner, either atom by atom or fragment by fragment.
Although effective in producing molecules with specific prop-
erties, these methods are computationally demanding, require
numerous calls to property estimation functions, and also
require task-specific finetuning.

Prior evolutionary algorithms function by generating the
initial population of molecular representations, such as graph
or text representations, emphasizing the execution of crossover
and mutation operations directly on the input molecular repre-
sentation itself. GB-GA [7] designs molecules by performing
crossover and mutation operations on the graph representations
of the molecules. STONED [16] works with the SELFIES
representation for constrained molecule design. Despite its
ability to generate molecules rapidly, this method still fails
to meet the desired property constraints.

In contrast, our approach takes a more holistic approach to
molecule generation. Instead of building molecules atom by

atom or fragment by fragment, we generate the entire molecule
at once by decoding from the latent space. Furthermore,
instead of relying on gradient-based methods, we harness the
power of Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) to optimize the latent
vectors. This population-based approach leverages diverse
candidate molecules and intelligently explores the landscape,
leading to a wider range of potential solutions compared
to gradient-based methods. Additionally, our Evolutionary
Algorithms operate directly on the latent vectors, allowing
for fine-grained control over the molecule’s properties without
directly manipulating its structure, avoiding the need for task-
specific finetuning.

III. METHODOLOGY

We introduce Latent Evolutionary Optimization for
Molecule Generation (LEOMol), a novel methodology for
constrained molecule design. This approach combines a Vari-
ational AutoEncoder (VAE) [9] to learn the real-valued latent
representation of drug-like molecules and employs Evolution-
ary Algorithms, primarily the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and
Differential Evolution (DE), to search and create molecules
within defined constraints. Figure 1 illustrates the comprehen-
sive workflow of our proposed method, LEOMol.

We choose SELFIES [10] as the molecular representation
over SMILES due to its inherent robustness.

Each point in the latent space of a VAE corresponds to
a SELFIES representation which is always a valid molecule.
In contrast, there are only fragmented, disconnected regions
corresponding to the valid representations in SMILES. In the
initial step, we pre-train a VAE using the ZINC250k dataset
to comprehend both the syntax and semantics of the SELFIES
molecular language. Then, we integrate the Genetic Algo-
rithm search optimization with the trained VAE to generate
desired molecules. Additionally, we substitute the Genetic
Algorithm with the Differential Evolution algorithm as an
alternative search optimization strategy. We employ the open-
source cheminformatics tool RDKit [13] to compute molecule
properties.

A. Variational AutoEncoder
A Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) functions as a generative

model, acquiring a probabilistic representation of the training
data. It employs an encoder neural network to map input
data to a low-dimensional latent space and a decoder neural
network to reconstruct the original data based on this latent
space representation. The initial step involves encoding a
molecule m into its SELFIES representation {x1, x2, . . . ,
xn}, where n denotes the molecular length, and xi is selected
from the predefined SELFIES vocabulary V = {s1, s2, . . . ,
sd}, with d representing the vocabulary size. A latent vector
z representing the encoded information of m is passed to
the VAE decoder to reconstruct it back, i.e., the conditional
distribution p(y|z), where y = {x′

1, x′
2, . . . , x′

n}, where x′
i is

the predicted SELFIES string.
The pre-training follows the Evidence Lower Bound

(ELBO) approach over molecules in the Zinc250k dataset that
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed LEOMol method: (a) A Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) is pre-trained to acquire the ability to
reconstruct and generate drug-like molecules using the SELFIES molecule representation. The pre-trained VAE is subsequently
employed in conjunction with (b) Genetic Algorithm and (c) Differential Evolution search strategies to explore the latent space,
aiming to optimize the desired molecule.

involves the calculation of: 1) Reconstruction Loss: The loss is
determined by calculating the negative log-likelihood between
the decoder outputs and the one-hot encoded representation
of the input SELFIES string. 2) KL Divergence Loss: The
loss is computed as a measure of the difference between the
posterior distribution and a chosen prior distribution (typi-
cally Gaussian). The KL divergence loss encourages a more
structured and interpretable latent space representation. Upon
the completion of the training process, the VAE exhibits the
capability to generate novel drug-like molecules.

LELBO = −Eqϕ(z|x)[log pθ(x|z)] + KL(qϕ(z|x)||p(z)) (1)

where the first part is the loss for reconstruction, the second
part is the KL loss, ϕ represents the parameters of the encoder,
θ represents the parameters of the decoder, x is the input data,
z is the latent variable, p(z) is the prior distribution, qϕ(z|x)
is the posterior distribution, pθ(x|z) is the likelihood (decoder
output), and the expectation is taken over the posterior distri-
bution, usually Gaussian over the latent space.

B. Evolutionary Algorithm Optimization

Evolutionary Algorithms are optimization techniques in-
spired by natural selection and genetics. These algorithms
emulate the process of natural selection, selecting individuals
with the highest fitness for reproduction, thereby generating
offspring in successive generations.

Algorithm 1 Genetic Algorithm for Molecule Optimization

Require: VAE encoder fenc , VAE decoder fdec , Fitness
function F (·) , no.of generations ngen , crossover proba-
bility pc , mutation probability pm population size nm

1: Initialize the population Z
2: for i = 1 to ngen do
3: Parents ← Choose fittest individuals from Z
4: Z ′ = Crossover(Parents , pc)
5: Z ′′ = Mutation(Z ′ , pm)
6: Z = Z ′′ ← Update the population
7: end for
8: M ← Choose the best individual from Z

1) Genetic Algorithm Approach: The pseudo-code spec-
ified in Algorithm 1 describes the operation of the Genetic
Algorithm (GA) for optimizing a particular latent vector in
the pre-trained Variational Autoendocer (VAE) which when
decoded will generate a molecule that satisfies the desired
properties. The algorithm selects an initial population from
either, (i) randomly sampled latent vectors denoted as Z =
{z1, z2, ..., zn}, following a Normal distribution N(0, 1) or
(ii) encoded latent vector fenc(m) if an input molecule m
is provided. The determination of the fittest latent vectors
is achieved through their evaluation using the fitness score
function F (·). Subsequently, the algorithm employs crossover
and mutation operations in order over these fittest individuals,



Algorithm 2 Differential Evolution for Molecule Optimization

Require: VAE encoder fenc , VAE decoder fdec , Fitness
function F (·) , no.of generations ngen , crossover proba-
bility pc , mutation probability pm , population size nm

1: Initialize the population Z
2: for i = 1 to ngen do
3: Z ′ = ϕ
4: for z in Z do
5: a,b,c = random(Z,3)
6: z′ = Mutation(z, a, b)
7: z′′ = Crossover(z′, c)
8: Insert(Z ′ , z′′ )
9: end for

10: Z ′′ = Select(Z , Z ′) ← Update the population
11: if best value(Z ′′) satisfies constraint then
12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: M ← Choose the best individual from Z

to generate a new population.
Crossover Consider two parents, P1 and P2, selected ran-

domly from an elite list. The crossover operation, denoted as
C, can be expressed as:

Ci =


P1i if r > CR

P1i if r ≤ CR and i ≤ CP

P2i if r ≤ CR and i > CP

(2)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , L, where: Ci represents the i-th gene of
the offspring C, P1i and P2i are the i-th genes of parents P1

and P2, respectively, CR is the predefined crossover rate, CP
is a randomly selected crossover point within the gene length
L, r is a random number uniformly distributed in the interval
[0, 1].

This process is repeated until a new set of child individuals,
matching the length of the original population, is generated.

Mutation In the creation of the new population, a random
gene is chosen within the genetic sequence length for each
individual. Following this selection, a random value is drawn
from a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 0.1 and
added to the chosen gene, causing a minor modification in its
value. This process is then replicated for each additional child
individual in accordance with the specified mutation rate.

C(MP ) =

{
C(MP ) +N (0, σ2) if r < MR

C(MP ) otherwise
(3)

Where MR is the predefined mutation rate and MP is the
randomly selected mutation point within the gene length L
and r is a random number uniformly distributed between 0
and 1.

2) Differential Evolution Approach: The pseudo code
specified in Algorithm 2 describes the operation of Differential
Evolution (DE) algorithm. The DE algorithm, comparable

to Genetic Algorithms (GA), operates within the domain of
Evolutionary algorithms, entailing the iterative evolution of
a solution population. However, DE distinguishes itself by
its approach to updating the initial population, employing a
sequential application of mutation and crossover strategies.
The algorithm applies mutation and crossover operations to
the initial population, subsequently replacing its individuals
with the fittest candidates resulting from these operations.

Mutation The iterative execution of mutation involves
processing each individual within the population. For every
individual, a selection is made of three random individuals
(excluding the current one). Subsequently, the mutation oper-
ation is implemented by incorporating a weighted difference
between two of the three randomly chosen individuals prior
to the current individual, scaled by the mutation rate.

C ′ = C +MR · (Pa − Pb) (4)

Where C is the unique individual chosen from the popu-
lation and and the Pa, Pb are the two of the three randomly
selected individuals.

Crossover Following the generation of the mutated indi-
vidual, a selection of indices spanning the gene length is
made based on the crossover rate. The values at these selected
indices are then interchanged with those of a third randomly
chosen individual, culminating in the creation of the ultimately
modified individual. This sequence of mutation and crossover
operations is systematically applied to each individual within
the existing population, collectively shaping the composition
of the updated population. This iterative process persists for a
total of ngen iterations.

C ′(k) =

{
P

(k)
c if r < CR

C ′(k) otherwise
(5)

Where Pc is the third randomly selected individual and r is
a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.

The iterative process involving mutation and crossover
operations on latent vectors will persist until a superior la-
tent vector aligning with the specified molecular properties
is attained. The optimization procedure concludes upon the
achievement of such a latent vector.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate the efficacy of our LEOMol approach in the
realm of molecular generation, we evaluated our model against
the state-of-the-art generative models across various molecular
generation objectives:

a) Property Optimization The primary aim here is to
generate molecules while maximising property scores. This
holds particular significance in the field of drug development,
where the objective is to identify molecules characterized by
highly optimized properties of interest.

b) Property Targeting The objective here is to generate
molecules satisfying property scores within a predefined in-
terval. This is essential in the creation of virtual libraries of
molecules designed to align with specific molecular properties.



TABLE I: The table illustrates the top three molecules characterized by the highest Quantitative Estimate of Druglikeness
(QED) and Penalized LogP scores produced by each model. The term LL denotes the application of a length limit constraint
on the number of atoms within the molecules during the generation process. The baseline results are derived from [5].

Method LL Penalized logP QED
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd

ZINC - 4.52 4.30 4.23 0.948 0.948 0.948
JT-VAE ✗ 5.3 4.93 4.49 0.925 0.911 0.91

GRAPHDF ✗ 13.7 13.2 13.2 0.948 0.948 0.948
MARS ✗ 45 44.3 43.8 0.948 0.948 0.948
GCPN ✓ 7.98 7.85 7.8 0.948 0.947 0.946

MOLDQN ✓ 11.8 11.8 11.8 0.948 0.943 0.943
LIMO ✓ 10.5 9.69 9.6 0.947 0.946 0.945

LEOMolGA ✓ 18.48 18.12 17.8 0.948 0.948 0.946
LEOMolDE ✓ 16.32 16.11 16.04 0.945 0.945 0.942

TABLE II: A comparative analysis of models to evaluate their diversity, quantified by assessing the deviation from the average
pairwise Tanimoto similarity between Morgan fingerprints. The Success(%), represents the proportion of generated molecules
situated within the predetermined target range. This examination encompassed four distinct property targeting tasks.

Method −2.5 ≤ logP ≤ −2 5 ≤ logP ≤ 5.5 150 ≤ MW ≤ 200 500 ≤ MW ≤ 550
Success (%) Diversity Success (%) Diversity Success (%) Diversity Success (%) Diversity

ZINC 0.3 0.919 1.3 0.909 1.7 0.938 0 -
JT-VAE 11.3 0.846 7.6 0.907 0.7 0.824 16 0.898
ORGAN 0 - 0.2 0.909 15.1 0.759 0.1 0.907
GCPN 85.5 0.392 54.7 0.855 76.1 0.921 74.1 0.92
LIMO 10.4 0.914 5 0.923 7 0.907 2 0.908

LEOMolGA 89 0.911 99.7 0.884 99.8 0.909 74.2 0.881
LEOMolDE 99 0.910 100 0.892 100 0.907 88 0.883

c) Constrained Property Optimization The objective here
is to generate novel molecules that simultaneously adhere to a
predefined similarity threshold with the input molecules, while
also enhancing the desired properties. This becomes partic-
ularly crucial during lead optimization, where the objective
is to refine the molecular properties of lead molecules while
preserving their structural similarity.

Dataset The Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) was pretrained
with the ZINC250k molecule dataset. The optimization tasks
discussed in this section utilized the same dataset.

Configuration
In line with the experimental setup of the LIMO [5] model,

the Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) was pre-trained for 18
epochs using the Adam Optimizer with a learning rate of
0.001. The experiments consistently utilized the same pre-
trained VAE and maintained a latent space dimension of 1024.
After performing hyperparameter optimization, we determined
a crossover rate of 0.8, a mutation rate of 0.4, a total of 20
generations and a population size of 20 for optimizing penal-
ized logP. Subsequently, these hyperparameters were applied
uniformly across all additional property optimization tasks.
We customized uniquely tailored fitness scoring functions for
each experiment, aligning precisely with the specific task
requirements outlined in the provided problem statement. For
predicting molecule properties, we utilized RDKit as our
property predictor. All experiments were conducted on a single

T4 GPU and 8 CPU cores with 52 GB of memory.
Baselines A comparative analysis was conducted between

the implemented methodology and several state-of-the-art
molecular generation algorithms, namely JT-VAE [8] and
LIMO [5]. These algorithms utilize Variational AutoEncoders
(VAEs) for the generation of molecular graphs and SELFIES
representations, respectively. Furthermore, a comparison was
undertaken with GCPN [25], GraphDF [14], and MolDQN
[27]. These approaches employ reinforcement learning strate-
gies, with the reward computed using RDKit, for the genera-
tion of target molecules.

A. Property Optimization

Setup To demonstrate the effectiveness of LEOMol in
optimizing properties, the focus was directed towards the
maximization of two molecular attributes: Penalized LogP (P-
LogP) [8] and Quantitative Estimate of Drug-likeness (QED)
[1]. LogP represents the logarithm of the partition coefficient
of a solute between octanol and water. P-LogP is derived
by subtracting the Synthetic Accessibility (SA) score and the
count of long cycles from the LogP score. The QED score
serves as an indicator of drug-likeness. The P-LogP metric
exhibits an unbounded range, whereas the QED score ranges
between 0 and 1, with the maximum known QED score being
0.948. The determination of the fitness score for each molecule
was based on its property score.



TABLE III: Performance in similarity-constrained penalized logP maximization, for each method and minimum similarity
threshold (δ), the average improvement and standard deviation are provided for molecules meeting the similarity threshold.
Additionally, the percentage of refined molecules adhering to the similarity constraint (%SUCC.) is included. The baseline
results are sourced from [5].

δ
JT-VAE GCPN MOLDQN LIMO LEOMolGA LEOMolDE

IMPROV. %SUCC IMPROV. %SUCC IMPROV. %SUCC IMPROV. %SUCC IMPROV. %SUCC IMPROV. %SUCC
0.0 1.9 ± 2.0 97.5 4.2 ± 1.3 100 7.0 ± 1.4 100 10.1 ± 2.3 100 13.73 ± 1.72 100 12.47 ± 1.14 100
0.2 1.7 ± 1.9 97.1 4.1 ± 1.2 100 5.1 ± 1.8 100 5.8 ± 2.6 99 8.68 ± 1.7 99 9.31 ± 1.63 97
0.4 0.8 ± 1.5 83.6 2.5 ± 1.3 100 3.4 ± 1.6 100 3.6 ± 2.3 93.7 5.8 ± 1.93 90 5.95 ± 1.8 81

TABLE IV: Percentage of generated toxic molecules during the optimization process for QED, both with and without the
inclusion of a toxicity constraint.

Task
LEOMolGA LEOMolDE

Non-Toxic Molecules(%) Diversity QED Score Non-Toxic Molecules(%) Diversity QED Score
w/o. Constraint 18 0.882 0.8602 ± 0.0286 31 0.892 0.822 ± 0.0317
w. Constraint 100 0.883 0.8204 ± 0.0352 100 0.885 0.7782 ± 0.0557

fitness score = Ps(m) (6)

where m is the generated molecule and Ps(·) is the property
predictor.

Results Table I presents the outcomes related to the top
three unique and high-property molecules identified by each
model. Notably, the P-LogP metric shows a significant depen-
dence on the molecule’s length. Unlike models such as GCPN,
MOLDQN, and LIMO, which adhere to length constraints,
the LEOMol approach demonstrates notable advancements,
particularly in the task of P-LogP maximization. It is important
to highlight that the MARS model, characterized by the ab-
sence of length restrictions, exhibits the capability to generate
extended carbon chains, thereby yielding heightened P-LogP
scores.

B. Property Targeting

Setup In the task, two molecular properties, specifically
LogP and Molecular Weight, were identified. Distinct property
ranges were subsequently assigned for each property. The
prescribed target ranges are articulated as follows: −2.5 ≤
LogP ≤ −2, 5 ≤ LogP ≤ 5.5, 150 ≤ MW ≤ 200, and
500 ≤ MW ≤ 550. Evaluation of the task is based on two
primary metrics: Success (%) and Diversity. Success (%) is de-
termined by calculating the percentage of generated molecules
that adhere to the specified property target constraints out of
the total number of generated molecules. Diversity, conversely,
is computed as one minus the average pairwise Tanimoto
similarity between the Morgan fingerprints [18] of the gen-
erated molecules. To perform this assessment, a set of 100
molecules was generated, and subsequently, both Success (%)
and Diversity values were computed based on the defined
property constraints. This thorough analysis yields insights
into the effectiveness and diversity of the generated molecules
concerning the specified LogP and Molecular Weight ranges.
Within the fitness function, an additional variable denoted as

t was incorporated into the scoring function, representing the
midpoint of the property range.

fitness score = Ps(m)− t (7)

Results The results of the LEOMol model, in comparison
with state-of-the-art models pertaining to this specific task,
are delineated in Table II. The outcomes indicate that the
proposed approach surpasses other models significantly across
all four sub-tasks, manifesting commendable success rates and
comparable diversity scores. Particularly noteworthy is the
performance in sub-tasks characterized by 5 ≤ logP ≤ 5.5
and 150 ≤ MW ≤ 200, where our method exhibited a notable
82.8% and 31.4% relative improvement in Success (%) com-
pared to the second-best performing model (GCPN). Further-
more, our approach showcased substantial advancements over
other state-of-the-art Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) models,
namely JT-VAE and LIMO.

C. Constrained Property Optimization

Setup In this experimental setting, a total of 800 molecules
were systematically chosen based on their lowest P-LogP
scores from the ZINC250k dataset, following the assessment
methodology elucidated in [8]. The primary aim at this stage is
to generate innovative molecules characterized by heightened
P-LogP scores, all while maintaining a significant degree
of resemblance to the aforementioned set of 800 molecules.
The quantification of similarity is accomplished through the
application of the Tanimoto similarity metric, which involves
a comparative analysis of the Morgan fingerprints associated
with each molecule. To effectively address this dual objective,
adjustments were made to the computation of the fitness
score. This adaptation involved the integration of a similarity
constraint, denoted as sim(G,G0), into the fitness function.

fitness score =

{
Ps(M), if sim(G,G0) ≥ δ

Ps(M)− λ ∗ (δ − sim) if sim(G,G0) < δ
(8)



Results The results are systematically presented in Table
III. Despite not achieving a 100 percent success rate within
the (0.2 and 0.4) similarity constraints, our approaches con-
sistently demonstrated substantial improvements in P-LogP
across all similarity thresholds. This highlights the reliable
performance of LEOMol, even in environments characterized
by multiple constraints.

V. ANALYSIS

A. Toxicity Optimization

In this context, a novel optimization task is introduced,
emphasizing the improvement of molecular properties while
concurrently ensuring their non-toxic nature. The inclusion of
toxicity considerations in the optimization process is essential
since molecules, even when compliant with all property con-
straints, are deemed unsuitable for advancement to subsequent
stages of drug discovery if they demonstrate toxicity. So, we
endeavor to optimize molecules while ensuring the contain-
ment of their toxicity through the utilization of LEOMol. The
significance of incorporating a toxicity constraint in property
optimization was examined through an experiment. This ex-
periment involved the generation of molecules with elevated
QED scores both with and without the imposition of a toxicity
constraint. The assessment of these tasks relies primarily on
three metrics: the proportion of non-toxic molecules, the diver-
sity observed among the generated molecules, and the standard
deviation and mean values of QED scores for the generated
molecules. A collection of 100 molecules was generated for
each sub-task, and the fitness score varied correspondingly
based on the specific objective in question. To predict the
toxicity of the generated molecules, we employed a neural
network trained on the MoleculeNet dataset, which forms an
integral component of the fitness score function. Due to the
novelty of this task, there are presently no established baselines
for conducting comparative analyses.

fitness score =

{
Ps(M), for QED
Ps(M)− gθ(M), for TO + QED

(9)

where gθ(·) is the network model for predicting toxicity of
the generated molecule. where gθ(M) = 1 indicates M is a
Toxic molecule and gθ(M) = 0 indicates M is a Non-Toxic
Molecule.

Based on the outcomes presented in Table IV, it is evident
that, in the absence of the toxicity constraint, the molecules
were appropriately optimized to exhibit higher QED scores.
However, only 18% of these optimized molecules demon-
strated non-toxic properties, while the remaining 82% were
found to be toxic and unsuitable. Upon the imposition of
the toxicity constraint into the fitness function, comparable
QED scores were maintained, resulting in the generation
of entirely non-toxic molecules with commendable diversity.
Consequently, these results indicate the importance of validat-
ing models and approaches based on their ability to generate
non-toxic molecules.

Fig. 2: Density plots illustrating property scores of molecules
produced through Genetic Algorithm, Gradient Descent Al-
gorithm searches and Random sampling technique within the
VAE latent space for tasks involving QED score Maximization
and SA score Minimization.

VI. ABLATION STUDY

To empirically evaluate the effectiveness of LEOMol, a
comparative analysis was conducted involving three distinct
approaches: a) employing Genetic Algorithm (GA) search
within the Variational AutoEncoder (VAE) latent space, b)
utilizing Gradient Descent Algorithm (GD) search, and c)
employing random sampling within the VAE latent space.
Notably, in the GD search approach, the utilization of RDKit
is precluded due to its non-differentiable nature. Consequently,
a network was trained to predict molecular properties by
utilizing the VAE decoder output as input. The experimental
analysis focused on two critical tasks in the drug discovery
timeline: maximizing Quantitative Estimation of Drug-likeness
(QED) and minimizing Synthetic Accessibility (SA). It is
essential to underscore that the same VAE, pretrained on the
ZINC250K dataset, was employed for both tasks, ensuring
consistency in the experimental setup.

The results are illustrated in Figure 2. For both tasks, a
total of 200 molecules were generated using three distinct
approaches. Density plots were then constructed based on the
property scores of the molecules. The outcomes demonstrate



the superior efficiency of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) search
in producing the desired molecules compared to the Gradient
Descent Algorithm (GD) search and random sampling tech-
nique.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We introduced LEOMol, a lightweight generative modeling
framework designed for efficient de novo drug design. The
Evolutionary Algorithm in LEOMol exhibits remarkable flex-
ibility, enabling the seamless integration of non-differentiable
property predictors. This capability, which is constrained in
previous gradient-based latent search optimization methods,
allows for a more comprehensive approach for molecular opti-
mization. Our in-depth experimental analysis demonstrates the
consistent superiority of our approach over prior state-of-the-
art models in both property optimization and property targeting
tasks. Notably, the findings highlight the higher effectiveness
of our Genetic Algorithm (GA) search in generating desired
molecules compared to both Gradient Descent Algorithm (GD)
search and random sampling techniques. We emphasized the
significance of incorporating toxicity as a constraint in the
evaluation of optimization methodologies. The application
of LEOMol in Drug Discovery shows promise due to its
ability to rapidly generate desired molecules while maintaining
a 100% validity score through the use of SELFIES. This
capability is expected to accelerate both hit generation and
lead optimization stages, effectively and rapidly advancing the
forefront of drug discovery. Incorporating advanced techniques
for selecting parents from elite indices and exploring alterna-
tive Evolutionary Algorithms for latent space exploration, are
a promising direction for future work.
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